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Abstract

The appearance of objects consists of regions of local
structure as well as dependencies between these regions

The local structure can be characterized by a vector of
local features measured by local operators such as Gaus�
sian derivatives or Gabor �lters
 This paper presents a
technique in which the appearance of objects is repre�
sented by the joint statistics of local neighborhood oper�
ators
 A probabilistic technique based on joint statistics
is developed for the identi�cation of multiple objects at
arbitrary positions and orientations
 Furthermore� by
incorporating structural dependencies� a procedure for
probabilistic localization of objects is obtained
 The
current recognition system runs at approximately �	Hz
on a Silicon O�
 Experimental results are provided
and an application using a head mounted camera is de�
scribed


� Introduction

Recently� various successful approaches for object recog�
nition have been proposed using object representation
schemes based on local image descriptors
 The under�
lying idea of these approaches is that vectors of local
image descriptors� such as Gaussian derivatives� contain
highly discriminating information and therefore can be
used for the representation as well as the recognition
of objects
 The main advantage of these techniques is
that local image descriptors can be extracted reliably
from images
 The recognition algorithms can be there�
fore robust to appearance changes of the objects caused
by di�erent imaging conditions or viewpoints

Approaches based on local image measurements dif�

fer mainly on how structural dependencies between lo�
cal measurements are coded and how they are used for
recognition
 Rao and Ballard ���� e
g
 use a high�
dimensional �iconic� feature vector
 The feature vector
is de�ned over a �xed global grid� consisting of �� dimen�
sional vectors of Gaussian derivatives at each grid point

Recognition is attained by matching the iconic feature
vector of the image with the database vectors
 Struc�

tural dependencies are coded by means of the global
grid
 Schmid and Mohr ���� use a vector of �D rotation
invariant gray level derivatives as indices into a hash�
table
 The number of entries into the hash�table are
reduced by the use of an interest point detector
 A
standard voting scheme is used for the recognition of
objects
 In order to reduce the number of false positives
�a standard problem of hash�table based approaches ����
a�ne invariants of point�couples are employed
 Struc�
tural dependencies are therefore coded only locally and
are inherent in the hash�table


Other approaches� i
e
 Swain and Ballard ����� Mel
��� and Schiele and Crowley ���� propose the represen�
tation of objects by the global statistics of their lo�
cal image measurements
 These techniques determine
the most probable object in the scene by matching the
statistics from a region of the image with the statis�
tics from a sample of the object
 Here� structural de�
pendencies are not coded explicitly
 The matching is
obtained by means of simple histogram intersection or
by more statistically motivated measures ��� such as
the ���statistics
 The main di�erences are the em�
ployed image measurements� Swain and Ballard use a
three�dimensional color vector� Mel employs �	� fea�
ture �channels� that are sensitive to contour� texture
and color cues� and Schiele and Crowley use multi�
dimensional vectors of Gaussian derivatives


The above mentioned approaches take advantage of
the fact that properly chosen local image measurements
contain enough information for the discrimination of a
large number of objects
 However� many approaches
only use global representations of structural dependen�
cies� making it di�cult to apply them in the presence
of signi�cant partial occlusions or object deformations

Hash�table based approaches� on the other hand� are
strictly local since they only code local dependencies
between image measurements
 Due to the locality of
the representation� the global structure cannot be used
for recognition


This paper proposes a hybrid representation of ob�
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jects which pro�ts from both the discriminant power
of local image measurements and the coding of struc�
tural dependencies
 The representation is �exible in the
sense that it can be adapted online during recognition
depending on the current context �as a priori knowledge
or context information�

The reminder of the paper is organized as follows�

the next section introduces the representation of objects
by means of global statistics over a set of local image
measurements
 In section � a probabilistic algorithm
for the recognition of objects in the presence of signi��
cant partial occlusion is developed and tested
 Section
� extends this approach to a �exible representation of
objects including the local statistics of image measure�
ments as well as structural dependencies between them

A probabilistic procedure for the localization is devel�
oped and the robustness and the accuracy of the proce�
dure are analyzed
 A real�time application of the system
using a head�mounted camera is described in section �


� Statistical object representation

This section motivates the use of multidimensional re�
ceptive �eld histograms for the statistical representa�
tion of the appearances of objects
 The main idea is
to represent �D objects by the probability density func�
tion of �D local characteristics� which can be calculated
reliably from images of the objects
 In this article we
use Gaussian derivatives as local characteristics� but the
same method can and should be applied to other local
descriptors
 The transinformation of object recognition
�owncitation� can be used for the evaluation of the em�
ployed local descriptors


Using a �xed measurement set M of local charac�
teristics mk� the probability density function over the
measurement set M for a certain object on varies with
the changes of the appearance of the object
 Possible
changes include� arbitrary �D rotations R and transla�

tions T of the object� partial occlusions P � light changes
L �including changes in intensity� color and direction
of the light� and noise N �di�erent types of signal dis�
turbances can be modeled as �noise��
 By writing the
probability density of the object on� parameterized by
these variables� we obtain�

p�M jon� R� T� P� L�N � ���

Dimensionality reduction

Since it is not very attractive �and in general dif�
�cult� to estimate the �complete� probability density
function� we want to reduce the number of free param�
eters of the probability density function
 The most ef�
�cient way is to choose local characteristics which are

invariant with respect to di�erent parameters
 Such in�
variant features are used by many researchers ��� and
applied successfully in various ways
 Unfortunately� the
obtained invariants are very restrictive to certain types
of objects
 Local characteristics which are robust with
respect to certain changes also reduce the number of
free parameters
 Robust means that local characteris�
tics change slowly with certain changes� implying quasi�
invariance
 The advantage is that many local character�
istic can be calculated in a robust manner without being
invariant in general


With respect to changes of light and noise we apply
local characteristics which are robust to such changes

The analysis of the robustness of the employed local
characteristics to such changes is very important �ownci�
tation�


It is di�cult to model partial occlusion in a general
way
 Sections � and � propose a probabilistic object
recognition approach which recognizes objects by the
observation of only a small portion of the object
 This
makes recognition robust to partial occlusion


Three degrees of freedom are given by the transla�

tion vector T of the object
 In order to avoid the dif�
�cult and time consuming correspondence problem we
do not represent the �D position of the local measure�
ments in the image plane
 This implies that we do not
need to calculate correspondence as well as it reduces
the dimensionality of the probability density function
by two dimensions
 This makes the estimation of the
probability density function feasible due to the amount
of training samples which is provided by images of an
object �see discussion below�
 The remaining compo�
nent of the translation vector is chosen perpendicular
to the image plane and is directly related to the size of
the object in the image
 We use directly the size �or
scale� � of the object in the image as representation of
this component of the translation vector


An arbitrary rotation of an object can be represented
by three degrees of freedom of the probability density
function
 If we do not want to restrict the applicability
of the approach to certain object classes �with possible
self�occlusion� free�form objects� we have to represent
at least two degrees of the rotations of an object
 We
can use local characteristics which are invariant to ro�
tation perpendicular to the image plane ���� �by loosing
rotational information about the object�
 But no local
characteristics exist which are invariant to arbitrary �D
rotations
 Therefore� we have to consider at least two�
in general all three components of the rotation


What remains from the probability density function
�equation �� are three �or two� components of the ro�
tation R and one component of the translation �rep�
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resented by the size � of the object�� called the pose
s � ���R��

p�M jon� s� ���

Representation of p�M jon� s�

The probability density can be represented in vari�
ous ways such as by means of a mixture of multivariate
Gaussians ��� or kernel estimator ���� �	�
 In this pa�
per we use multidimensional histograms
 The following
shortly discusses why these histograms can be estimated
reliably


The six�dimensional histograms used in the follow�
ing contain about �			 di�erent cells which have to be
estimated
 In order to obtain a reliable estimate the
number of samples should be at least the same magni�
tude as the number of cells or more ��� ��� �even though
it is di�cult to access in general the amount of data
necessary�
 Since every image pixel corresponds to one
sample and we are using images of �		x�		 pixels the
number of samples is su�ciently large for a reliable es�
timate
 By additionally using a Laplace�prior �uniform
prior� low�density regions are ��lled� such that the over�
all estimate becomes biased but is still reliable
 We have
experimented with di�erent weighting between the prior
and the data and observed that the results are relatively
insensitive to the exact amount of bias �see �owncita�
tion� for further details�
 The use of kernel estimators
�i
e
 approximated by smoothed histograms� is a way
to increase the ability to generalize from data
 Using a
kernel estimator� however� did not alter the overall re�
sults signi�cantly
 Therefore� the experimental results
in the following are obtained using multidimensional his�
tograms providing good discrimination between a large
number of objects
 However� we envision a more com�
pact representation in the future


� Probabilistic object recognition

In the context of probabilistic object recognition� we are
interested in the calculation of the probability of the ob�
ject on and the pose sl given a certain local measurement
mk
 This probability p�on� sljmk� can be calculated by
Bayes� rule�

p�on� sljmk� �
p�mkjon� sl�p�on� sl�

p�mk�
���

with p�on� sl� the a priori probability of the object on
at pose sl� p�mkjon� sl� the probability density function
of object on at sl � and p�mk� the a priori probability
of the image measurement mk
 Having K independent
local measurements m�� � � � � mK we can calculate the

probability of each object on and each pose sl by�

p�on� sljm�� � � � �mK� � p�m� �����mK jon�sl�p�on�sl�
p�m������mK�

�

Q
k
p�mk jon�sl�p�on�sl�Q

k
p�mk�

The probabilities p�mkjon� sl� are directly given by
the multidimensional receptive �eld histograms
 There�
fore� the above equation shows a calculation of the prob�
ability for each object on only based on the multidimen�
sional receptive �eld histograms of the N objects
 To
guarantee the independence of the di�erent local mea�
surements the minimal distance d�mk� �mk�� between
two measurements mk� and mk� must be su�ciently
large
 In the experiments described below� we choose
the minimal distance d�mk� �mk�� � �� which is su��
cient to guarantee independence of the vectors from a
signal processing point of view

It is worth pointing out several properties of the

above equation� the image measurements mk can be
made at arbitrary image positions� it is not necessary to
have measurements at special or corresponding points

In other words� the correspondence problem does not
have to be solved for recognizing objects
 This is a
very powerful property since most object recognition
algorithms rely on the computationally expensive cal�
culation of correspondence
 Secondly� this equation al�
lows the calculation of probabilities with a complexity
which is linear in the number of image measurements
mk
 More precisely the complexity is O�NK� for the
calculation of the probabilities with N the number of
objects �enabling the real�time implementation in sec�
tion ��


Experimental Results

This section describes an experiment using �	� dif�
ferent objects
 Figure � shows some of the database ob�
jects
 More precisely the database contains �	 objects
from di�erent viewpoints �Columbia image database ����
and images of �� objects comprising image plane rota�
tions and scale changes
 In the experiment we use a six�
dimensional probability distribution of the �lter combi�
nation Dx�Dy ��rst Gaussian derivative in x and y di�
rections� at three di�erent scales with �� � �� �� � ���
and �� � ���

We use one image from each of the �� objects as

training images� and calculate pdfs corresponding to
di�erent image plane rotations and scale changes using
the steerability of Gaussian derivatives to image plane
rotation and their adaptability to scale
 In order to
cover the range of pose changes in the test images� pdfs
corresponding to di�erent rotations� namely for the an�
gles �� � 	�� �	�� � � � � ��	�� as well as to di�erent scales
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Figure �� � of the �	� objects used in the experiments
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Figure �� Object recognition in the presence of partial
occlusion of ���� images of �	� di�erent objects

�� � ����� ������	� ������������	� have been calculated

For the �	 objects of the Columbia image database we
used half of the ���	 images as training set
 The an�
gle between the di�erent viewpoints is therefore �	o

The test�set contains ���� independent test images to�
tal� including the remaining half of the Columbia image
database ���	 images�� �� di�erent image plane rota�
tions for �� objects �covering ��	 degrees rotation�� �
di�erent scales for �	 objects �the overall scale factor is
approximately ���� and an additional �� images of the
remaining �� objects including minor pose changes of
the objects


For the experiments we assume that all objects are
equi�probable and have probability p�on� sl� �

�
NM

�
where N is the number of objects and M the number
of poses per object
 Furthermore� we only report the
precision of the recognition of objects and ignore the
estimate of the object�s pose


Figure � shows the results obtained by the proba�
bilistic recognition as well as the results obtained by
matching the statistics directly by means of the ���
statistics
 In both cases� ��� of the object needs to be
visible for the correct recognition of all ���� test images

The probabilistic recognition outperforms the matching
technique for more important partial occlusions� with
��
�� visibility� the recognition rate is above ��� ��	

errors in total�
 Using ��
�� of the object� the recogni�
tion rate is still above �	�
 This can be explained by
the fact that each single vector contains discriminant
information
 This point is reinforced by noting that
a recognition result of approximately ��� is obtained
with only a single measurement vector
 The di�erence
in the recognition performance of the two recognition al�
gorithms is explained by the fact that the ���statistics
is a global method for matching statistics
 The proba�
bilistic recognition algorithm is strictly local since it is
based on individual image measurements only

We can conclude that the proposed probabilistic

recognition approach is capable of discriminating �	�
objects in the presence of signi�cant scale changes� im�
age plane rotation and viewpoint changes
 As men�
tioned earlier� the recognition results have been obtained
without any correspondence between points in the test
images and the database
 The approach has been shown
to be remarkably robust with respect to partial occlu�
sion since a small portion of the object is su�cient in
order to obtain good object hypotheses
 However� the
algorithm does not give an estimate of the position of
the object� generally referred to as the localization prob�
lem


� Probabilistic localization of objects

Figure � shows an example of a cluttered scene with
multiple objects from our database which are partially
visible
 The respective visibility of the objects is roughly
between ��� and �	�
 By applying the algorithm of
the previous section locally on di�erent parts of the im�
age we are capable to collect enough evidence in or�
der to identify which objects are present in the scene

In this example all �ve objects in the image have been
identi�ed
 However� the algorithm cannot estimate the
position of the objects �identi�ed by the crosses� in the
image since no correspondence is calculated and no posi�
tion information is used in the statistical representation
of the objects�
 The goal of this section is to estimate
the position of the objects and to draw crosses �like the
ones shown in the �gure� at the corresponding position
in the image

This section proposes a probabilistic technique which

incorporates structural dependencies between local re�
gions in a �exible way in order to estimate the object�s
identity at the same time as the object�s position �as
indicated by the crosses in �gure ��
 Probably the most
intuitive way to include �local and global� structure into
the probability distribution is to model explicitly the
position xj of the object in the image�

�A rough localization can be obtained by storing the location
of the di�erent image parts with high evidence for the objects
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Figure �� An example of a cluttered scene with multiple
objects

p�on� sl� xjjmk� �
p�mkjon� sl� xj�p�on� sl� xj�

p�mk�

Since xj corresponds to the position of the object
p�mkjon� sl� xj� can be interpreted as the local pdf of
the measurements for a portion of the object
 By esti�
mating pdfs for local portions of the object and applying
the algorithm of the previous section� we obtain an es�
timate not only for the object�s identity but also for the
position of the object in the image
 The algorithmof the
previous section could be used for the recognition of ob�
ject portions rather than entire objects
 The complexity
of this algorithm is O�NKJ� where J is the number of
local regions per physical object
 This formulation� how�
ever� does not use the positional relationships between
the di�erent object parts

In order to incorporate the structural dependencies

of local object portions� the relative position of the local
pdf�s have to be taken into account
 Let�s consider two
image measurements mk� and mk� from two arbitrary
image locations�

p�on� sl� xjjmk� �mk��

�
p�mk�

jmk�
�on �sl�xj�p�mk�

jon�sl�xj �p�on�sl�xj�

p�mk�
jmk�

�p�mk�
�

���

The structural dependency is represented by the
conditional probability p�mk� jmk� � � � ��
 When the two
measurements are su�ciently distant we can assume the
independence of the them
 Generally� we have to use
di�erent local pdfs depending on the relative position
of the two measurements
 Therefore� by probabilisti�
cally choosing local pdf�s �depending for example on a

priori knowledge of the expected transformations and
deformations of the object� the conditional dependency
is modeled
 The generalization to K image measure�
ments m��m�� � � � �mK is straightforward but due to its
notational complexity omitted
 The complexity of the
recognition algorithm is the same as before� O�NKJ�


We�d like to point out the similarity of the proposed
algorithm to the voting scheme used by the Generalized
Hough Transform or by a hash�table based approach

The typical voting scheme consists of estimating some
parameters based on local information and voting for
these variables
 Here the parameters are the identity
and the position of the object
 The �votes� are the
probabilities of these parameters given the image mea�
surements
 The sum of the votes is replaced by the
product of the probabilities
 Therefore the proposed
technique can be seen as a probabilistic voting scheme�
which is how the experimental results reported below
are obtained


In order to stress the �exibility of the proposed ap�
proach we start with the observation that the recogni�
tion algorithm of the previous section is a special case
of equation �� by combining the local pdfs we obtain
one global pdf of an object on
 The conditional prob�
ability is thereby dropped and no structural informa�
tion is used during recognition
 The opposite extreme
is the case that a local pdf corresponds to one single
image measurement mk
 In this case all structural de�
pendencies are preserved but the estimation of the local
pdfs generally becomes infeasible �due to lack of data�

However� most hash�table based approaches use such an
approach by assuming some prede�ned distribution of
the image measurements in the feature space
 Schmid
and Mohr ���� e
g
 use the Mahalanobis distance for
matching image measurements and therefore e�ectively
assume a Gaussian distribution of the image measure�
ments


In most circumstances the most appropriate repre�
sentation for the recognition of objects is in between
these two extreme cases
 Typically� it is di�cult to pre�
dict which granularity of local pdf�s will be the most
appropriate for recognition in a future unknown con�
text
 As already mentioned� local pdf�s can be easily
combined to construct more global ones enabling a re�
liable estimate of the object�s identity as demonstrated
in the previous section


The bene�t of using local pdfs is to obtain an esti�
mate of the object�s position as well as an estimate of
the object�s identity
 The �ner the granularity of the
local pdfs the more precise the position estimation can
be
 However� there is a tradeo� between the granularity
of the pdfs and the robustness of the estimation of the
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Figure �� Probabilistic recognition for �	 objects with
local pdfs alone as a function of localization accuracy
for three test sets with di�erent scale changes


pdfs which we will analyze in the following
 More specif�
ically we propose two di�erent methods to estimate the
local pdfs and evaluate their respective robustness


Experimental Results

We have applied the proposed localization algorithm
on the scene shown in �gure �
 As for the previous algo�
rithm we could identify all objects in the image
 How�
ever� the localization procedure also allows to estimate
the position of the objects
 The crosses in the �gure
correspond to the estimated positions and the circles
around the crosses show the estimated localization ac�
curacy

The following examines in more detail the robustness

and accuracy of the localization procedure
 In particu�
lar we examine two di�erent methods for the estimation
of the local pdfs
 The parameter estimated here is the
x�y�position of the objects in the image plane
 In the
following experiment we use a subset of �	 objects from
the previous experiment
 We calculate pdfs for each ob�
ject corresponding to one particular scale of the object

In order to test the robustness of the estimation of lo�
cal pdfs we use three sets of test images compromising
����� ���� and ��	� scale changes respectively� 

A �rst method of estimating local pdfs is based on

the corresponding local object portions only
 Figure �
shows the robustness of the recognition results using this
method for the three sets of test images as a function of
the granularity of the local pdfs
 Note that the granu�
larity of the pdfs is directly related to the localization
accuracy
 For the �rst and second test set the recogni�
tion accuracy increases as the localization accuracy goes

�These test images could be recognized perfectly by using pdfs
which are generalized to di�erent scales covering a range of�����

In order to test the reliability of the estimation of local pdf we
only use pdfs at one particular scale�
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Figure �� Probabilistic recognition for �	 objects with a
mixture of local pdfs as a function of localization accu�
racy for three test sets with di�erent scale changes


from �		 pixels to about �	 pixels
 This is explained by
the fact that the use of the additional position informa�
tion helps to discriminate the objects
 Beyond �	 pixels
localization accuracy however �more precisely between
�� and �	 pixels� the recognition rate drops drastically
for the second test set due to the di�culty to estimate
the local pdfs reliably from small object portions
 A
similar e�ect can be observed also for the third test set

The curves therefore show the tradeo� between attain�
able localization accuracy and robustness of estimation
for this �rst method of estimation


In order to increase the reliability of the estimate of
local pdfs the second method uses a hierarchy of pdfs
of coarse to �ne granularities
 The local pdfs are esti�
mated by a mixture of pdfs at di�erent levels of the hier�
archy
 This method is similar to �shrinkage�� a method
which has been used in the context of text classi�ca�
tion ���
 The mixture coe�cients can be learned using
a simple form of the EM algorithm
 Since we have only
one training image per object we use constant mixture
coe�cients �the coe�cients used weight the local pdf
the most and decrease exponentially with coarser gran�
ularity of the pdfs�
 Essentially� the reliability of the
estimation is increased by biasing the local pdf estimate
with neighboring and more global pdfs


Figure � shows the robustness of this second estima�
tion technique for the same granularities of local pdfs as
in the previous experiment
 This method of pdf mixture
generally obtains better results �in particular for the sec�
ond test set and also for the third� and is overall more
stable due to the more reliable pdf estimation
 As ex�
pected� the gain is larger for the smaller pdfs
 A higher
precision of the position estimate is therefore obtained
since the mixture of pdfs enables the use of local pdfs
with a �ner granularity
 In particular for the second test

�



set the maximum recognition rate is obtained for a lo�
calization accuracy between �	 and �	 pixels
 The size
of the circles in �gure � correspond to this localization
accuracy


� Real�time application using a
head�mounted camera

DyPERS� �Dynamic Personal Enhanced Reality Sys�
tem�� �owncitation� is a wearable system that uses aug�
mented reality and computer vision to autonomously re�
trieve �media memories� based on associations with real
objects that the user encounters
 These are evoked as
audio and video clips relevant to the user and overlayed
in a head mounted display on top of real objects that the
user encounters
 The user�s visual and auditory scene is
stored in real�time by the system �upon request� and is
then associated �by user input� with a snap shot of a vi�
sual object
 The object acts as a key such that when the
real�time vision system detects its presence in the scene
again� DyPERS plays back the appropriate audio�visual
sequence

The system �see �gure �� uses a head�mounted cam�

era to recognize objects in the users� �eld of view based
on the recognition system described in this paper
 The
same camera is used to record the visual scene of the
user
 The current system is fully tetherless with wire�
less connections allowing the user to roam around a sig�
ni�cant amount of space �i
e
 a few o�ce rooms�
 The
user dons a Sony GlassTron heads�up display with a
semi�transparent visor and headphones
 Attached to
the visor is an ELMO video camera �with wide angle
lens� which is aligned as closely as possible with the
user�s line of sight
 Thus the vision system is directed
by the user�s head motions to interesting objects
 In ad�
dition� a nearby microphone is incorporated
 The A�V
data captured by the camera and microphone is continu�
ously broadcast using a wireless radio transmitter
 This
wireless transmission connects the user and the wear�
able system to an SGI O� workstation where the vision
and other aspects of the system operate

The vision system used for this system is a real�

time implementation of the probabilistic algorithm de�
scribed in the previous sections
 The recognition system
runs at approximately �	Hz on a single Silicon O� using
the OpenGL extension for real�time image convolution

Once an audio�visual clip is stored� the vision system
automatically recalls it and plays it back when it de�
tects the object that the user wished to use to remind
him of the sequence

The system was evaluated in a museum�gallery sce�

nario
 A small gallery was created in our lab using
�	 poster�sized images of various famous works rang�
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Wavecom transmitter/receiver units
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Speakers

Recognition results

Audio and video associated
with the recognized

Figure �� System�s architecture of DyPERS

ing from the early ��th century to contemporary art

Subjects were tested in a walk�through of the gallery
while a guide was reading a script describing the paint�
ings
 After the completion of the tour� the subjects were
given a �	�question multiple�choice test containing one
query per painting presented
 The results indicate that
the subjects using DyPERS had an advantage over sub�
jects without any paraphernalia or with standard pencil
and paper notes

Recently� the system has been demonstrated at Nico�

graph ��� in Tokyo� Japan
 Several hundred users tried
the system under varying conditions including light�
ing conditions� occlusion and viewing angles
 Users re�
ported that the system recognized all targets perfectly

They were generally impressed with the performance
and the short response time of the system


� Conclusion

This paper proposes the representation of objects by
means of joint statistics over a set of local neighborhood
operators
 High recognition rates have been reported
based only on a small portion of the image� showing the
robustness of the approach to signi�cant partial occlu�
sions
 Furthermore� the paper proposes a technique to
model structural dependencies inherent in the appear�
ance of objects by a set of local joint statistics
 This
enables not only the recognition of objects but also the
estimation of the position of the object in the image

The proposed representation is �exible in the sense that
it is possible to choose how much structural dependen�
cies is be used depending on the current context

A real�time implementation of the system using

a head�mounted camera for recognition has been de�
scribed
 This system has been recently used by several
hundred users at Nicograph���
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